
THE APPEARANCES AND THE NOVEL THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY

BY OSCAR WILDE

The Picture of Dorian Gray is a Gothic and philosophical novel by Oscar Wilde, first published . corpse by the rings on
its fingers, which belonged to Dorian Gray. Beside him, the portrait is now restored to its former appearance of beauty.

By attempting to destroy the painting, and thus free himself from the constant reminder of his own guilt he,
ultimately, manages only to destroy himself. It is this later version that forms the standard text of the novel.
The sub-plot about James Vane's dislike of Dorian gives the novel a Victorian tinge of class struggle. Through
Basil, Dorian meets Lord Henry Wotton, and he soon is enthralled by the aristocrat's hedonistic world view:
that beauty and sensual fulfilment are the only things worth pursuing in life. Throughout the book Lord Henry
treats Dorian as a beautiful subject upon which to experiment, partly via his encouragement of Dorian to
pursue a philosophy of pleasure, and partly through a call to social revolution â€” a wish to abandon the
restraints of Victorian morality on the grounds that sin and conscience are outmoded primitive concepts to be
swept aside in the pursuit of new sensations. For many people Oscar Wilde the artist â€” with his flamboyant
public persona and his secretive private life â€” and his novel with its two distinctly different versions and its
duplicitous central character mirrored each other from the start. Basil has made it clear that he values Dorian
for more than his looks. This latter idea suggests Dorian is a scientific case study, as well as a moral one. Basil
is horrified, and beseeches Dorian to pray for salvation. Dorian sees what his actions have done to his soul in
the name of youth and beauty. A 19th century London opium den based on fictional accounts of the day To
escape the guilt of his crime, Dorian goes to an opium den , where James Vane is unknowingly present. In , J.
As we see in The Picture of Dorian Gray, you can never be sure what's lying beneath that fancy-pants,
super-exciting cover â€” it may look gorgeous on the outside, but it could be totally poisonous on the inside.
As Lord Henry said, "Nothing can cure the soul but the senses, just as nothing can cure the senses but the soul.
The passion for property is in it. To the aristocrat Harry, the observant artist Basil says, "You never say a
moral thing, and you never do a wrong thing. There are other themes present, like the superficial nature of
Victorian culture, or the loss of innocence. After Dorian killed Basil, he got the body desroyed and created an
alibi for himself so he thought he was safe. Her love for Dorian ruins her acting ability, because she no longer
finds pleasure in portraying fictional love as she is now experiencing real love in her life. Intellect is in itself a
mode of exaggeration, and destroys the harmony of any face. Posted by. Although it states in the preface that
art is useless, I feel that this is not exactly what is portrayed by the novel itself. Dorian describes his adoration
for Sibyl Vane to Lord Henry. The edition includes text that was deleted by JM Stoddart, Wilde's initial editor,
before the story's publication in Lippincott's Monthly Magazine in  James runs after Dorian, but he has gone.
He indulges in every pleasure and virtually every 'sin', studying its effect upon him, which eventually leads to
his death. The enamoured Sibyl calls him "Prince Charming", and swoons with the happiness of being loved,
but her protective brother, James, warns that if "Prince Charming" harms her, he will murder him. The
references in Dorian Gray to specific chapters are deliberately inaccurate. Conscience-stricken and lonely,
Dorian decides to reconcile with Sibyl, but he is too late, as Lord Henry informs him that Sibyl has killed
herself. The characters of the story are Dorian Gray â€” a handsome, narcissistic young man enthralled by
Lord Henry's "new" hedonism. Gill [17] at the Langham Hotel , and commissioned novellas from each writer.
However, during a shooting party, a hunter accidentally kills James Vane, who was lurking in a thicket.
Adrian Singleton â€” A youthful friend of Dorian's, whom he evidently introduced to opium addiction, which
induced him to forge a cheque and made him a total outcast from his family and social set. There is so much to
learn from the novel. The rich would have spoken on the value of thrift, and the idle grown eloquent over the
dignity of labour. Look at the successful men in any of the learned professions. Questions About Appearances
What is the relationship between inner and outer beauty here? I must analyse it some day. I say nothing about
that now, but surely you need not have made his sister's name a by-word.


